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Sustainable Water Management Initiative (SWMI) 
Implementation Tools Workgroup Meeting Notes 

MassDEP, One Winter Street, Boston 
June 8, 2010 

 
In attendance:  Ralph Abele, Kathy Baskin, Jon Beekman, Sue Beede, Lee Breckenridge, Jack Buckley, 
Margaret Callanan, Anne Carroll, Alan Cathcart, Sara Cohen, Steve Cony, Charlie Cooper, Rebecca Cuttery, 
Jeff Davis, Stephen Estes-Smargiassi, Scott Horsley, Kurt, Gaertner, Audrey Lamb, Jane Madden, Beth 
McCann, Steve Pearlman, Jennifer Pederson, Tim Purinton, Vandana Rao, Heidi Ricci, Margaret Van 
Deusen, Brian Wick. 
 
Introduction 
The group’s task is to brainstorm regulatory and non-regulatory tools to implement SWMI products.  At this 
stage, the work is somewhat anticipatory, because the products aren’t yet fully developed.  As the SWMI 
products become defined, the implementation tools identified by this group will be honed and refined. 
 
Brief history of the process to date: 

Secretary Bowles established the SWMI interagency collaboration (Mission—see handout) 
20-30 members are working on policy issues (Advisory Committee) 

  20-30 members are working on technical issues (Technical Subcommittee) 
 

Deadline Drivers: 
Determination of safe yield in the Ipswich by August 2010 
Determination of safe yield in other basins by October 2010 

  
 Committees are working on developing streamflow criteria simultaneously with meeting these Safe 

Yield deadlines. 
 
Ideas or examples of tools: 

 Statutes/ActsRegulationsPoliciesGuidanceStandard Operating Procedures (in order of 
level of legal authority) 

 Municipal laws and regulations 

 Financial Incentives and other non-regulatory ―carrots‖  

 Best Management Practices—various mechanisms of dissemination/encouragement 
 
 
Review of proposed individual topics to be taken up by the group (see handout) and Discussion 

 Concern about distinction and separation between topics 
o Agreement that topics are very interrelated and overlapping 

 Suggestion that group should examine existing regulatory structures and minimize new ones and 
think integratively across topics and tools. 

 Suggestion that group should focus on what’s feasible and on what’s beyond the water 
withdrawal sector; provide to Advisory Committee an assessment of feasibility of various tools 
for their use in making final decisions. 

 Suggestion to use the municipal water supplier’s perspective as a lens to integrate the topics. 
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 Proposal to organize tools into the following categories: 

o Legal and Regulatory—StateRegionalLocal 
o Financial— Funding, subsidies, cost incentives 
o Proactive Initiatives—Direct programs to shoot for most ambitious goals (e.g.   

natural streamflow restoration) 

 Suggestion to ask Advisory Committee how they’d like the group to organize their tool 
recommendations. 

 Concern raised that lawn watering and alternative landscaping was not a topic 
o Response that this topic is part of the water withdrawal discussion 
o Perspective raised that trees/forests are huge water users 

 Comment that the Advisory Committee identified the following among key goals: Don’t let 
things get worse (anti-degradation) and Ecological Restoration.  The first could be 
addressed through mitigation packages and the latter through incentives.  Example:  
Communities committing to being ―blue communities‖ (similar to existing ―green communities‖) 
could receive regulatory relief or funding incentives, etc. 

 Cost-avoidance should be a key lens through which group assesses feasibility of tools.  An 
appropriate benefit/cost/risk ratio will lead to attractive options for towns. 

 Request the group focus primarily on incentives (carrots); not more regulations (sticks) 

 Comment that streamflow criteria should be placed in regulations, although incentives are good, 

too. 

 Question raised doesn’t Clean Water Act already address streamflow? 

o Brief discussion about level of explicit reference to state Water Quality Standards in the 

Water Management Act program and whether streamflow is/can be protected by 

standards. 

 Recommendation that the group use goal-setting language when defining streamflow criteria that 

is comparable to what used in the Clean Water Act, so regulations can be integrated with existing 

structures more directly. 

 Acknowledgment that there will always be a tension in group between an emphasis on carrots v. 

on sticks.   
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Brainstorm of Regulatory/Non-regulatory Mechanisms used to implement streamflow classification and 
criteria 

Law/Regulation 
1. Clean Water Act—Water Quality Standards, Authorities, 401 

2. Water Management Act/Regulations 

3. Wetlands Protection Act/Regulations 

4. Local Zoning/Subdivision Regulations  

5. Interbasin Transfer Act 

6. Permit Programs—provide mitigation options (ie: if you enhance river connectivity, you get x), 
payment in lieu, MESA 

7. MEPA (mitigationno net loss, GEIRs) 

8. Plumbing Code—water conservation enhancements 

9. DFG Regulations (Ch. 131 S42, S19) 

10. Proposed/Pending Stormwater Regulation 

11. Wastewater Reuse 

12. Common Law/Public Trust 

13. Executive Orders for state agencies 

14. Flexible Conservation Restrictions 

15. Impact/Linkage Fees 

16. Use of official designations for rivers that come with protections 

17. Mitigation banks 

Financial Incentives 
1.  SRF (Infrastructure investments) to support streamflow protection/restoration 

2.  Establish a ―Blue‖ Communities Act 

3.  Rebates for water conservation and LID retrofitting 

4.  Market for water rights as a commodity (ie: buying/selling a water registration) 

5.  Community Preservation Act 

6.  Interbasin Transfer Act (incentives/streamlining) 

7.  Subsidy to connect to MWRA (and/or other non-stressed water supplies) – could base prioritization 
of new communities on restoration goals 

8.  Dollar Value of, and market incentives for, ecosystem services, tourism, fisheries, connectivity 

9.  Identify other agencies for funding (DOT, MEMA, Energy, Housing, Fed, NOAA, CZM) 

10.  Decoupling water rates 

11.  Water banking 

12.  Stormwater utilities 

13.  Economic Development Agencies (should consider water availability when determining   
 incentives) 

14. Toolbox of BMPs 

15.  Incentives for regionalization of water supplies  

16.  Wastewater reuse 

17.  Mitigation and restoration banks/trading (flexibility on location of mitigation) 

18.  Tax Incentives (Expanded Bottle Bill) 

19.  Offsets 

20.  Optimization 
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Policy 
1.  Update Stress Designations 

2.  Commitment toward proactive actions (i.e: land protection, ecological restoration, dam 
management) 

3.  Revise Anti-Degradation policy to include water withdrawals 

4.  Water Resources Commission (authority, membership) 

 
 
 
 
Next Steps 
Organize into categories 
Proposal for a sub-subcommittee that could describe recommendations in detail 
Possibly organize according to feasibility of implementation 
Examine resources from other states 
Jack Buckley to look more into water markets 


